SUMMARY

Regional Stormwater Monitoring Task Force
Wednesday July 29, 2015
1:00 PM, Tejas Conference Room
NCTCOG Offices, CPIII
600 Six Flags Drive, Arlington, Texas 76011

1. Welcome and Introductions.

DISCUSSION/PRESENTATION/ACTION ITEMS


   The meeting summary was approved with no comments.

3. 2015 Sampling Activities Update. The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) staff, Atkins representatives, and the Dallas/Fort Worth representatives will update the Regional Stormwater Monitoring Task Force (RSMTF) on 2015 sampling activities.

   Atkins (Chad Richards) reported that only sites located on the western half of Dallas County had received qualifying rain on July 8th. These sites included all Irving sites, 2 Arlington sites, one NTTA site, and all Plano sites. Additional rainfall has not occurred since July 8th. Dallas representatives were not present. Fort Worth reported that wet weather monitoring activities were on-going as they are waiting for a rain event.

4. Next Permit Term Planning. NCTCOG staff and Atkins representatives will present information to continue the next permit term planning discussion. The Task Force members will have the opportunity to discuss the goals of the next permit term.

   The current monitoring term goals and objectives were presented along with current regional impairments and anticipated permit requirements. An overview of data collected to date was also presented. The presentation was concluded with proposed terms for consideration by the group. An open discussion of proposed terms for the 4th permit term was held.

   The proposed modified objective of shifting from baseline data collection to program implementation data was discussed. Partners suggested that baseline data collection be continued. Atkins will evaluate the data collection objective types to clearly define baseline from other types of data collection and identify whether this objective should be modified.
Plano (Joseph Daley) suggested that bioassessments be included in the proposed terms specifically for watersheds draining to impaired waterbodies.

Partners requested that the proposed terms discussed be drafted and voted upon.

Attendees discussed the proposed schedule handout and partners agreed to the general schedule.

OTHER BUSINESS AND ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

5. **Roundtable.** The RSMTF members will be asked to share what is happening in their communities.

   Members had the opportunity to share any community updates.

6. **Schedule for the Next RSMTF Meeting.** The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, August 25, 2015.

7. **Adjournment.**
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